We study cross-correlations of the kinetic Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect (kSZ) and 21 cm signals during the epoch of reionisation (EoR) to measure the effects of patchy reionisation. Since the kSZ effect is proportional to the line-of-sight velocity, the kSZ-21 cm cross correlation suffers from cancellation at small angular scales. We thus focus on the correlation between the kSZ-squared field (kSZ 2 ) and 21 cm signals. When the global ionisation fraction is low (x e 0.7), the kSZ 2 fluctuation is dominated by rare ionised bubbles which leads to an anti-correlation with the 21 cm signal. When 0.8 x e < 1, the correlation is dominated by small pockets of neutral regions, leading to a positive correlation. However, at very high redshifts when x e < 0.15, the spin temperature fluctuations change the sign of the correlation from negative to positive, as weakly ionised regions can have strong 21 cm signals in this case. To extract this correlation, we find that Wiener filtering is effective in removing large signals from the primary CMB anisotropy. The expected signal-to-noise ratios for a ∼10-hour integration of upcoming Square Kilometer Array data cross-correlated with maps from the current generation of CMB observatories with 3.4 µK arcmin noise and 1.7 arcmin beam over 100 deg 2 are 51, 60, and 37 for x e = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.9, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
The kinetic Sunyaev-Zel'dovich (kSZ) effect (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1980 ) is a powerful probe of the physics of the epoch of reionisation (EoR), as it is sensitive to patchiness of ionised bubbles (see Park et al. 2013 , and references therein). Measurements of the power spectrum of the kSZ, however, face two challenges. First, we can only measure the sum of the kSZ power spectra from the EoR and post EoR, and the latter is larger than the former by at least a factor of two (e.g., Shaw et al. 2012; Park et al. 2016) . Second, the kSZ power spectrum is sub-dominant compared to other components including the primary cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature anisotropy, foreground sources, and the thermal Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect (George et al. 2015) , and thus inaccurate modeling ⋆ E-mail: maqb@mpa-garching.mpg.de of these components results in inaccurate estimation of the kSZ power spectrum.
These issues arise because we have no redshift information of the kSZ. Cross-correlating the kSZ with 21 cm fluctuations from neutral hydrogen atoms would allow us to do "tomography" of the kSZ as a function of redshift because the frequencies of measured 21 cm lines can be translated into z (Alvarez et al. 2006; Adshead & Furlanetto 2008; Alvarez 2016) . This cross-correlation not only helps measurements of the kSZ from the EoR, but also 21 cm signals, as the latter are contaminated by the Galactic and extragalactic foreground emission and instrumental systematics arising from, e.g., miscalibration of gains, polarisation-to-intensity leakages, etc (Patil et al. 2017 ), which are not correlated with the CMB data 1 . In this paper we use semi-numerical simulations of the EoR (Mesinger et al. 2011 ) to study the cross-correlation between kSZ and 21 cm signals. In particular, we investigate the cross-correlation between squared kSZ fluctuations and 21 cm signals. This was considered in the context of crosscorrelation with weak lensing by the large-scale structure (Doré et al. 2004) , as well as with galaxies Ferraro et al. 2016 ) in a low redshift universe. This approach works better because it avoids line-of-sight cancellation of the kSZ-density correlation.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We describe our simulations in section 2. In section 3 we first test the fidelity of our simulated kSZ maps by using the kSZ auto power spectrum, and then show that the kSZ-21 cm correlation suffers from line-of-sight cancellation on small angular scales. We then present our results for the kSZ 2 -21 cm correlations. In section 4 we discuss the detectability of the kSZ 2 -21 cm correlations from the EoR by calculating signalto-noise ratios of some representative experimental configurations. We conclude in section 5.
Throughout this paper we use the best-fitting cosmological parameters from Planck+WP+highL+BAO data (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) : cosmological constant ΩΛ = 0.6914, matter density ΩM = 0.3086, baryon matter density Ω b = 0.0483, scalar spectral index ns = 0.9611, matter fluctuation amplitude σ8 = 0.8288, and Hubble constant H0 = 67.77 Km/s/Mpc (h = 0.6777).
SIMULATIONS
Temperature anisotropy due to the kSZ effect is given by (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1980) :
where T0 = 2.728 K is the CMB temperature at z = 0, c the speed of light, v v v the bulk peculiar velocity of ionised gas,γ a unit vector of the line-of-sight (LOS), and τ the optical depth of free electron scattering, i.e.,
where σT is the Thomson scattering cross-section,
the average atomic number density at z = 0, δ the matter overdensity, xe the ionisation fraction (assuming the same ionisation fraction for HI and HeI and no HeII ionised during the EoR), ds = c/H(z)dz the differential comoving distance s, and H(z) = H0 ΩM (1 + z) 3 + ΩΛ the Hubble expansion rate at z.
dτ is usually much smaller than unity, we shall ignore fluctuations in e −τ ≈ 1 − τ . Then the kSZ is determined by a specific ionised momentum field defined by≡ xe(1 + δ)v v v.
The offset of the 21 cm brightness temperature from the CMB, δT21cm, is expressed as (Mesinger et al. 2011) :
where Ψ21cm ≈ 27mK[(1 + z)/10] 1/2 , dvs/ds is a gradient of the comoving velocity along the LOS, and TS is the gas spin temperature. As in this paper we are only considering the 21 cm signals perpendicular to the LOS, we ignore the redshift space distortion term, dvs/ds, in the denominator.
We use the semi-numerical simulation code 21cmFAST (Mesinger et al. 2011) to calculate the ionisation fraction, matter density, and peculiar velocity fields. The simulations start at z = 30 with a box of comoving 2000 Mpc per side and a grid of 400 3 cells. This gives a resolution of 5 Mpc per cell. The volume of the box is large enough to encompass the redshift range from z = 20 to z = 7.5, where we save outputs. We integrate Eq. 1 in each resolution element through the box to obtain 2-D kSZ maps (see left panel of Fig. 1) , by using the plane-parallel approximation instead of tracing the actual LOS. 21cmFAST also provides the 21 cm field, as shown in the middle panel of Fig. 1 .
Regarding the ionisation processes, 21cmFAST keeps track of both UV and X-ray radiation, i.e. a cell is ionised if ζUVf coll (R) ≥ 1 − xe,X, where f coll is the collapsed fraction inside a sphere with a radius R, ζUV is the ionising efficiency factor of UV photons, and xe,X is the fraction ionised by X-ray radiation (for details, see Mesinger et al. 2013) . The X-ray emission is due to stellar remnants, e.g. X-ray binaries whose ionising efficiency factor is related to the star formation, ζX = (NX/10 56 M⊙)(f * /0.1), where NX is the X-ray (≥ 0.3 KeV) photon number emitted per solar mass during the whole life of stars (in units of M −1 ⊙ ), and f * is the fraction of collapsed baryons converted into stars (Mesinger et al. 2013) . The values we adopted for these parameters are ζUV = 31.5 and ζX = 1.
We generate 20 realisations to obtain good statistics. Each realisation gives three independent 2-D kSZ maps along three axes of the snapshot; thus, we have 60 realisations of kSZ maps and the corresponding 21 cm fields.
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the reionisation history of our simulations. The reionisation completes at z ≈ 8, with half-ionisation at z = 10.8. Assuming that hydrogen is fully ionised at z < 8 and helium is singly ionised (xHeII = 1) at z > 3 and doubly ionised (xHeIII = 1) at z < 3, we obtain an optical depth of τ ≈ 0.0996, which is high compared to the latest determination by Planck (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016) .
The left panel of Fig. 1 shows one realisation of the kSZ map, while the middle panel shows a slice of the 21 cm brightness temperature at z = 10.8 (xe = 0.5). The kSZ signal is primarily generated by a long-wavelength peculiar velocity field modulated by small-scale electron density fluctuations (Hu 2000) . This is the reason that the kSZ map is dominated visually by long-wavelength modes.
ANGULAR POWER SPECTRA
In the flat-sky approximation, the angular spectrum is computed by
where δD is the Dirac delta function, X and Z are maps, andX andZ are their Fourier transforms:
If X = Z, CX−X (l) is the auto power spectrum of a 2-D map X. 
kSZ auto power spectrum
In the top panel of Fig. 2 , we show the kSZ auto power spectrum with the error bars on the average derived from 60 realisations.
To check the fidelity of the maps, we also compute the kSZ power spectrum by directly integrating the 3-D power spectra of specific momentum fields over redshifts. The momentum fields consist of two components: the transverse mode whose direction is perpendicular to the wavenumber, k k k, i.e., k k k ⊥⊥ , and the longitudinal mode, k k k. Using Limber's approximation (Limber 1953) , we obtain (Park et al. 2013; Alvarez 2016 )
where in the last line we have used linear theory to relate the longitudinal velocity with the matter density. Here, P δδ is the power spectrum of matter density, Ψ || ≡
)/ds, D is the growth factor of linear matter density fluctuations, andḊ is the time derivative of D(z). We evaluate these integrals using P⊥ and P δδ measured from the simulations.
The factor of l −2 in Eq. 7 is a consequence of LOS cancellation; namely, the kSZ is caused by the LOS component of velocities, and the longitudinal velocities are parallel to k k k. As the longitudinal modes change signs along the LOS, short wavelength modes suffer from cancellations (Vishniac 1987) . Therefore, the longitudinal modes dominate at large angular scales.
We find that the Limber formula agrees well with the kSZ power spectrum measured from the maps at l 10 3 . However, at much lower multipoles, the power measured from the maps is substantially larger than the Limber formula for the longitudinal mode. This large-scale mismatch originates from boundary effects as the LOS cancellation does not occur at the near/far boundaries of our lightcone (i.e. at z ∼ 7.5 and z ∼ 20).
kSZ-21 cm correlation
The middle panel of Fig. 2 shows the cross power spectra of kSZ with 21 cm at xe = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.9, together with the results from the Limber formula (Alvarez et al. 2006) 2 :
where κ ≡ 1−T0(1+z)/TS, P δδx is the cross power spectrum of matter density and ionisation fraction fluctuations, and P δδκ is the cross power spectrum of matter density and κ fluctuations. Here, the factor l −2 is again due to LOS cancellation, as the correlation is dominated by the longitudinal modes correlated with density fields. The correlation between the transverse modes and density fields involves a three-point correlation of (v v vδ) ⊥ δ, which vanishes for Gaussian fluctuations. We evaluate Eq. 8 using all the 3-D power spectra measured from the simulations. We find excellent agreement between the power spectra measured from maps and the Limber results, which indicates that the contribution from the transverse modes is indeed negligible.
In the top panel of Fig. 3 we show the redshift evolution of the kSZ-21 cm cross power spectrum at l = 100 and 500 together with the Limber results. Because the correlations are overestimated at the lightcone boundaries, we crop the evolution to z = 16.7−8.5. Our results are in agreement with Alvarez et al. (2006) , apart from high redshifts where the spin temperature makes the cross-correlation more negative. This happens because TS strongly correlates with the matter density, i.e., P δδκ ≫ P δδ , the magnitude of the kSZ-21 cm correlation becomes larger as z increases. 
kSZ 2 -21 cm correlation
In order to detect the cross-correlation between kSZ and 21 cm signals, we need to overcome the LOS cancellation. One way to achieve this is to cross-correlate squared kSZ fields with density fields (Doré et al. 2004) . Then the correlation between kSZ 2 and 21 cm signals would persist at small angular scales.
To avoid the contamination of boundary effects at large scales, we remove the kSZ signals at l < 100 before squaring, and only focus on the correlations at z = 16.7 − 8.5 and l > 100.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 2 we show the kSZ 2 -21 cm cross power spectra at xe = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.9 as a function of multipoles with the error bars on the average of 60 realisations, while in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 we show redshift evolution of the spectra at l = 500, 1000, and 3000. These spectra evolve rapidly with ionisation fraction. For example, at xe = 0.2 (z = 13) kSZ 2 correlates negatively with the 21 cm signal at small scales (l > 10 3 ), but no significant correlations are visible at large scales (l < 10 3 ), whereas at xe = 0.5 (z = 10.8) the kSZ 2 -21 cm correlation is negative in the entire multipole range. At a later stage of reionisa- (left), when the Universe is lowly ionised, the ionised bubbles (gray) have a larger probability to meet neutral pair partners (white) than ionised ones and then remain pure kSZ signals (embedded in red dashed lines). In this case, the kSZ 2 fluctuations are dominated by the ionised bubbles. At a later stage of reionisation (right), when the Universe is highly ionised, the situation is reversed and the neutral regions have a higher probability to remain pure kSZ signals compared to the ionised bubbles. The kSZ 2 fluctuations are thus dominated by the neutral regions.
tion, when xe = 0.9 (z = 9.3), the correlation turns slightly positive.
The evolution of kSZ 2 -21 cm cross power spectra can be understood in terms of the highly non-Gaussian nature of reionisation. When ionisation is low, e.g. at xe < 0.7 (z > 10), the kSZ 2 -21 correlation is dominated by rare ionised bubbles (see the left part of illustration in Fig. 4 ) that anti-correlate with the 21 cm signal arising from the neutral medium, resulting in negative cross spectra.
On the other hand, kSZ 2 shows positive correlations with 21 cm at xe < 0.15 (z > 14), when the spin temperature dominates the 21 cm signal. This is because TS correlates strongly with the matter density at these epochs.
When the Universe is highly ionised, e.g. at xe > 0.8 (z < 9.7), kSZ 2 fluctuations are dominated by the small remains of the neutral medium (see the right part of illustration in Fig. 4) , resulting in positive cross spectra with 21 cm signals.
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
We calculate the expected signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) of the kSZ 2 -21 cm correlations. We adopt specifications similar to those of LOFAR (Vrbanec et al. 2016 ) and SKA (Koopmans et al. 2015) for 21 cm observations, and those of the current generation of ground-based CMB observatories such as SPT-3G (Benson et al. 2014 ) and Advanced ACT (Henderson et al. 2016) .
We estimate the S/N per multipole bin as (Doré et al. 2004 )
where l bin ≈ 0.46l ((log10l) bin = 0.2) is the bin width at a given l, f sky the fraction of sky observed by both CMB and 21 cm experiments, C CMB 2 the power spectrum of CMBsquared, and C21cm and N21cm are the auto spectrum of the 21 cm signal and its noise, respectively. In the CMB maps we include primary CMB and the thermal SZ effect (Dolag et al. 2016) . To this we also add the Poisson and clustered power from dusty star-forming galaxies and the Poisson power from radio galaxies, for which we use the values estimated by the SPT Collaboration (George et al. 2015 ). Finally we add Gaussian, white instrumental noise of 3.4 µK arcmin which corresponds to a noise per pixel of σpix = 2 µK with our pixel size of 1.7 arcmin. We then use these maps to calculate C CMB 2 in Eq. 9.
The auto spectra of 21 cm signals, C21cm, come from our simulations, and the noise power is given by (Doré et al. 2004) . We adopt θFWHM = 3.5 arcmin and σpix = 76 mK at 150MHz (z ≈ 8.5) for LO-FAR (Vrbanec et al. 2016) , assuming 600 hours of integration and a bandwidth of 0.5 MHz. SKA will have a superior angular resolution of θFWHM = 1 arcmin (Koopmans et al. 2015) , and a lower noise level. We adopt σpix = 10 mK at 150 MHz, which corresponds to ∼10 hours of integration and 1 MHz of bandwidth.
Finally, we assume that both CMB and 21 cm experiments will have an overlapping region of 100 deg 2 (f sky = 0.0024) for SKA, and 25 deg 2 for LOFAR. These parameters are listed in Table 4 .
Note that both squared fields and 21 cm signals are nonGaussian, but Eq. 9 is valid only for Gaussian fields. Thus, the S/N estimate given here is only approximate.
We find that the S/N is small (≪ 1) for any combinations of CMB and 21 cm experiments, mainly because of the large noise from the primary CMB signal. To mitigate this problem, in the next section we apply the commonly adopted Wiener filtering (Doré et al. 2004 ).
Wiener filtering
To suppress primary CMB "noise", we apply the following filter (Doré et al. 2004; Hill et al. 2016; Ferraro et al. 2016 )
where CpCMB is the primary CMB power spectrum, and C fore is the sum of the foreground terms including the thermal SZ, dusty star-forming galaxies and radio galaxies. As Wiener filtering will automatically suppress low l power, we do not crop the CMB fluctuations at l < 100 before applying the filtering.
In Fig. 5 we show the predicted S/N as a function of multipoles at xe = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.9 after filtering. We find that the S/N for LOFAR is always below 5. SKA though is much more promising, having a S/N per multiple bin > 10
Multipole Moment (l) at xe = 0.9 in the range l = 200 − 1000, at xe = 0.5 for l > 200, and at xe = 0.2 for l ∼ 400 and l > 2000.
In Fig. 6 we show the S/N as a function of redshift for l = 500, 1000 and 3000. SKA is expected to have a S/N > 10 over a wide redshift range, except two narrow gaps at z ∼ 10.5 (xe ∼ 0.6) and z ∼ 13 (xe ∼ 0.2), where the correlations are very weak (see the bottom panel of Fig. 3) .
To obtain the total S/N rather than the S/N per mul- tipole bin, we compute the cumulative S/N as
where i denotes the ith bin, and li is the central multipole of the ith bin with bin width ∆li. We display it in Fig. 7 as a function of the maximum multipole l ′ . The cumulative S/N for LOFAR is < 10, while the SKA would have S/N as large as 51.4, 60.2, and 36.8 at xe = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.9, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have used the semi-numerical 21cmFAST simulations (Mesinger et al. 2011) to study cross-correlations of the kSZ and 21 cm signals from the EoR. As the kSZ-21 cm correlation suffers from the line-of-sight cancellation at small angular scales, we have focused on the cross-correlation between squared kSZ fields and 21 cm signals. We find that the lineof-sight cancellation is mitigated and the cross-correlation persists at small angular scales.
The goal of this work is to capture the general behavior of the kSZ 2 -21 cm cross-correlation signal. We caution that the simplified scheme of 21cmFAST may not be adequate to quantify the signal in detail, and one may need more sophisticated reionisation simulations (e.g. Park et al. 2013) . It is also important to acknowledge that we have performed our calculations only for one specific set of cosmological parameters and reionisation history; thus, we have not investigated how the predicted signals change when we change the physics of reionisation. In particular, the optical depth from the latest Planck data (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016 ) (τ = 0.058 ± 0.012) is lower than that from our simulation (τ ≈ 0.1), and its impact is not obvious. Finally, we neglected any correlation between foregrounds in 21 cm and kSZ maps which, if present, would contaminate the reionisation signal. The contribution from foregrounds, such as continuum radio sources, would merit further study as well. 2 -21 cm correlations 7
The kSZ 2 -21 cm cross-correlation signal exhibits interesting features, such as a sign change according to phases of reionisation. For example, the correlation is positive for ionisation fraction xe < 0.15 (when density fluctuations dominate the 21 cm signal) and at xe > 0.8 (when the Universe is highly ionised), while it is negative for intermediate ionisation fractions. Thus, not only is the cross-correlation powerful for minimising the foreground emission and instrumental systematics of either kSZ or 21 cm data, but also it offers a powerful probe of reionisation.
In general, prospects for measuring the kSZ 2 -21 cm cross-correlation signal are good: SKA cross-correlated with on-going CMB experiments such as SPT-3G and Advanced ACT should yield high signal-to-noise ratio measurements of the cross-correlation over a wide range of multipoles and redshifts.
